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ABSTRACT
Decoupled and doublydecoupkd  bands are the most intensely populated systems in Ta-Re-Ir

nuclei  produced by heavy-ion induced reactions,  and theii population intensity patterns are
remarkably iadependent  of entrance&annel efFects. We investigate several of these in light Re
nuclei in some detail. In odd-cdd  nuclei, the doubly-decoupled bands may furnish  scme
information  about  the residual p-n intemction. In 175Re  there is some evidence for a decoupled
hand “forking” into two deformations,  and one is led to speculate on the possibility of decoupling
being  a stop on the way toward higher (perhaps  even super-) deformation.

,,~~~-Tay~~s~~ra.~p~u~d.~b~.~hea~-io~.~u~d~~~ions..~ She Ta-Re-Ir  .region,  certain
bands stand out as receiving the bulk of the population. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1, a
“singles” (but requiring a multiplicity of four or greater) spectrum produced by the
165Ho(160,6q)175Re  reaction. The labeled peaks originate from the xh9n1/2-[541]  decoupled
band in 175Re.  The summed-gated spectra  shown in Fig. 2 illustrate that this band’s population
intensity is remarkably independent of entrance-channel effects, remaining constant in reactions
induced by 160,  2oNe,  and d”Ar, this pattern has been confirmed by other investigators.192 In Fig.
3 we show the level scheme of 175Re,  including this decoupled band (Band I), a highly-
compressed band based on the xh,,n9/2-[514]  state (Band II), a possible forked branch of the
decoupled band (Band III), and a less-distorted band based on the zd5n 5/2+[402]  state.

Decoupled bands are LV = 2 bands, low-n bands derived from high-j states. As a result,
th have very large decoupling parameters. (For an n = l/2  band, the decoupling parameter is

( iF/23)IJTl)=( ’ 1R / 29 &I + 1) - K(K  + l)Jj(j  + 1) - n(~ f 1) l the diagonal coriolis
matrix element.)
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